


HI, I'M KELLEE WYNNE CONRAD. 

 

Wynne (said win) is my middle name. I'm a redhead, I married a

redhead and we have three redhead boys. It's never quiet around here!

Art is my outlet and passion in the midst of a wild life. It centers me and

brings me peace. I am so fortunate for this gift and I honor it with

gratitude in every brushstroke. 

 

A little back story - My childhood was all about running through

sculpture gardens and playing in the neighbors' art studios....what was

this wonderland? It's undeniable that my upbringing, while somewhat

unusual, left me with a strong impression that we can live the life of our

dreams through art. That there is magic inherent in living a creative life.

My true purpose is to bring that magic back and share it with those who

are longing to realize their creative purpose. 

 

While I have had a lot of opportunities to exhibit with local and national

galleries, working with emerging artists was what led me to finally fulfill

my vision of an art education program. 2017 brought the birth of Color

Crush Creative, a thriving, internationally followed online community of

color loving artists. It is through this program that I have been able to

connect with the hearts and souls of artists around the world,

discovering that teaching my love of color and paint is my true calling. 

Color is a place where our brain and the universe meet. -Paul Klee 

www.kelleewynnestudios.com

http://www.kelleewynnestudios.com/


for

the

love

of

color

Color has become my daylong passion. After founding Color Crush
Creative, I have been on a mission to understand it like I never have
before. I have read dozens of books on the history of color, the science
of color and, of course, color theory. And there is always something new
to learn. But the one thing I have come to love the most is
understanding how to mix my own colors. 
 
Yes, a pure color right out of the tube is exciting, and useful. But nothing
will be as beneficial to your understanding of color as learning how the
hues work together by mixing them yourself. That is where True Colors
comes into play. By using the CYM modern color theory we can create
an almost endless array of colors, from beautiful teals to vibrant violets
and earthy greens. But getting started on the basic color wheel is the
first step. 
 
Start with good paint! I can't say this enough, but even when you're just
learning, you will learn faster and be happier with the results when you
use a highly pigmented paint, like Golden Acrylics. If you are on a
budget buy the three colors needed for the modern color theory:
Primary Cyan, Primary Yellow and Primary Magenta plus Titanium
White. When you know what your favorite color palette is, you can add
more colors as you go, but buying them all is never necessary when
you know how to mix! 
 
In True Colors we continually reinforce three foundation lessons: Color,
Value and Design. Everything else is just about having fun, exploring
possibilities and discovering your voice. But without the 3 Basic
Principles, all the intuition in the universe will not lead you to be the
artist you dream of being. It takes both intuition AND intention everytime
the brush meets the canvas. And that's how I hope to guide you to find
your True Colors! 



Choosing Your Primary Colors

MODERN  PRIMARIES

Primary Cyan (Blue) 
Primary Magenta (Red) 
Primary Yellow 
 

CMY PRINT MAKERS COLORS

VIBRANT PRIMARIES

Phthalo Blue (red shade) 
Quinacridone Magenta 
Hansa Yellow Light 
 

ALTERNATIVE CMY COLORS

TRADITIONAL  PRIMARIES

Ultramarine Blue 
Cadmium Red 
Cadmium Yellow.

HISTORICAL COLORS

MUTED  PRIMARIES

COLORS FROM THE EARTH

Azurite Blue 
Alizarin Crimson Red 
Yellow Ochre

You can use any three primary colors to make a color wheel and mix paint for your
art. Any blue, red or yellow in any combination, the choice is up to you!



PRACTICE  MAKES  PERFECT

Like Piano lessons or football
practice, you should run the drills
before playing the game. Mixing
colors regularly will give you strong
foundation. The more you do it the
better you'll get! 

UNIFORM  IS  BORING  

 

The biggest mistake is to take your
new palette selection literally.
Same amount, same value, same
saturation...evenness is boring and
leads to a weak painting.

VARIATION  IS  KEY

Give your eye somewhere to
wander. If you vary your marks,
lines, colors, values, masses you
create interest. Think gallon, pint,
cup, tablespoon and you will be on
your way to better paintings

COLOR  IS  UNIVERSAL

Color theory isn't limited to acrylic
paint. Anytime you pull out color for
your artwork, whether it be alcohol
inks, watercolor, oil paint, color
pencils, etc., the rules continue to
apply. Experimenting is the key to
understanding! 



-Elizabeth Gilbert

You do not 
need anyone's 
permission to 

live a creative 
life.



Color  Mixing  and  Collecting
There is no better way to learn how colors work together than to mix
and col lect. Experiment using your favorite colors and then save the
best mixes and combinations in a swatch book art journal.



it's all in the details
The sky is never the same, and the clouds are constantly
changing, so the story of your painting journey is still to
be made. There are hundreds of ways to approach your
artwork. Each one unique just like the sky itself. 
 
My method is also only one of hundreds of ways to paint.
It's your job to take these ideas and make them your
own. Learn, grow and discover your own voice by
showing up and continuing to practice your art. You must
make your art to know how to make your art! 
 
Are you an artist? Did you make something? Then
yes...you are an artist. Enjoy where you are now,
whether at the beginning or seasoned, because it's in
these very moments, these details, that we discover who
we really are and keep moving towards what we want to
be. 
 
With Love and Gratitude, 
 

Kellee 



www.kelleewynnestudios.com/truecolors


